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The autonomous locomotion of a legged robot presents several challenges, such
as stability and sensitivity to the ground slope. Complex sensory systems, ac-
curate physical models, and demanding computational resources are often re-
quired to maintain balance, that together with precise servo control leads to

high energy consumption levels. This paper addresses the problem of control-
ling the locomotion of a humanoid robot, using measurements from inertial
sensors to create adaptive walking gaits. These gaits are based on the interpo-

lation of walking gait templates, weighted by the estimated ground slope. A
supervised learning method was also implemented to perform a faster recogni-
tion of the ground slope when in a static pose. This system provides a simple,
yet effective approach to humanoid locomotion on sloped terrain, thus free-

ing computational resources for other tasks. The approach was validated in
simulation, using a realistic model of a Bioloid Humanoid platform.
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1. Introduction

One of the challenges in legged locomotion of humanoid robots is to main-

tain a stable gait, even on a non-uniform slope terrain. Unless the walking

gate is appropriately adjusted, once the ground is no longer horizontal,

balance is often lost. In humans, walking makes use of our complex mus-

cular system dynamics, such as the heel strike or the leg swing, exploiting

the physics of the body, and thus reducing the energy consumption. On

robots, this process is hard to mimic, although extensive work on passive

walkers can be found in the literature.1–4 Other common approaches to

humanoid locomotion include robots like Honda’s P series5 and ASIMO6
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using ground reference points,7 like the Zero Moment Point (ZMP),8 in or-

der to plan trajectories for the center of mass (CoM), from which gaits are

adjusted using Inverse Kinematics. However, these methods require com-

plex and precise modelling of the robot in order to be feasible in practice.

The use of pre-programmed gaits for known slopes is, therefore, a simpler,

alternative solution.

This paper addresses the design of an adaptive walking gait controller by

combining previously developed walking gaits, according to the ground

slope estimation. Stochastic filtering of inertial sensor measurements is used

for this estimation, with a small computational workload. This allows robots

to dedicate less computational resources on walking, enabling them to focus

on other tasks.

2. Adaptive Walking

In order to create an adaptive walking gait, the controller requires an esti-

mation of the ground slope. An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was imple-

mented following the work on Refs. 9, 10 and 11, allowing the estimation

of the rotation transform between the World frame and the Bioloid frame.

Since this transform is equivalent to the composition of the rotation from

the World frame to the ground slope, with the rotation from the robot

feet to its body (Robot frame), knowing the robot joint configuration it is

possible to recover the ground slope.

This method was validated using a simple balancing controller: placing the

robot on an orientable platform, the controller compensates the slope of the

platform by actuating on the joints in order to maintain the robot body

vertical with respect to the World Frame. The robot was able to maintain

its balance on slopes up to 20◦, both in simulation and in the real robot.

The adaptive walking gait is based on three handcrafted template gaits:

• gait H, to cope with a horizontal ground;

• gait F, to cope with a ground plane rotated 15◦ around an hori-

zontal axis perpendicular to the robot saggital plane (herein called

frontal slope); and

• gait L, to cope with a ground plane rotated 10◦ around an hori-

zontal axis paralel to the robot saggital plane (lateral slope).

Each gait contains a sequence of poses, as servo set points and associated

timestamps.

The resulting gait is obtained by interpolating walking gait H with either F

or L, depending on the orientation of the current slope. The interpolation
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is linear, weighted by the amount of slope detected, and is performed in

a per-servo and per-timestamp fashion.a The position θi of servo i for an

estimated slope of γ is given by Eq. (1), where m and b are obtained with

Eqs. (2) and (3). θig and γg refer to the servo position and slope of a gait

where g is the gait being used.

θi = m · γ + b (1)

m =
θig − θiH

γg − γH
(2)

b = θig −m · γS (3)

In the case of gait L, a non-linear correction ρ, explicited in Eq. (4), is to

be added to the servos of the leg that needs to be bend (either servos 11,

13 and 15 or 12, 14 and 16) to ensure the robot maintains its balance. θfoot
is the position of servo 17, if the right leg is bent, or 18, if the left leg is

bent. The servos localization can be seen in Figure 1.

ρ = −11.159 · |θfoot|
2
+ 3.855 · |θfoot| (4)

The walking algorithm can be summarized as:

estimate initial slope

generate initial walking gait files

execute motion until left single support pose

FOR step from 0 to total_steps:

execute motion until right single support pose

estimate slope

IF abs(estimated_slope - old_slope) > threshold THEN

generate walking gait file for current slope

END IF

execute motion until left single support pose

estimate slope

IF abs(estimated_slope - old_slope) > threshold THEN

generate walking gait file for current slope

END IF

END FOR

execute motion until double support pose

finish

aNote that the motion files have to be properly synchronized in time.
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The walking gait controller estimates the slope of the ground and gener-

ates the corresponding walking gait at each step. Two methods are used to

estimate the slope of the ground: (1) the balancing method, using the bal-

ancing controller described above, and (2) using a learnt table, described

next. The first method runs the balancing controller until the robot body

is aligned with the Frontal plane, everytime the robot is on a static single

support pose. The second method uses a lookup table mapping a set of pair

(slope, gait), to the corresponding positions of the Center of Mass (CoM),

as estimated by the EKF. This table is initially learnt using a set of known

slopes. Everytime the static single support pose is achieved, the robot uses

this table to estimate, by interpolation, the current slope, given the current

gait and the estimated CoM position. This results in a correction of the

gait. Even if this estimation is not accurate once, the re-estimation of the

slope at the next time the single suuport pose is achieved leads the algo-

rithm to converge to the appropriate gait (assuming that there is enough

data so that the vertical stance is a fixed point of the table).

For instance, in Table 1 is a line taken from the estimation table, corre-

sponding to using a a gait for 10.0◦ frontal slope. When the gait causes

the robot to fall, the corresponding cell is filled with ’*’. In this case,

the robot falls down when using this gait for slopes of 0.0◦, 2.0◦, 4.0◦ or

above 12◦. If after taking a step using this gait the estimation results in

−1.36cm < x̂CoM < 0.49cm, then a linear interpolation is made to esti-

mate the current slope. If x̂CoM ≈ −0.58cm the slope remains unchanged

at 10.0◦.

0.0◦ 2.0◦ 4.0◦ 8.0◦ 10.0◦ 12.0◦

10.0◦ * * * 0.0049m -0.0058m -0.0136

The advantage of the learnt table method with respect to the balancing one

is that a table lookup is faster than running the balancing controller.

The estimation of the slope is performed by:

read servo measurements and update EKF

IF current_gait exists in table

find lowest recorded CoM value higher than estimated CoM

find highest recorded CoM value lower than estimated CoM

use the (current_gait, slope) pairs to obtain slope

estimation by linear interpolation

ELSE
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WHILE robot not aligned with Frontal plane:

correct servo positions

END WHILE

write new data in the learnt table

END IF

3. Results

The simulations presented here were obtained using the Webots� software,

where a realistic model of the Bioloid Humanoid robot developed by the

authors was used. The similarities between the Bioloid robot and the model

can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The real Bioloid, in the left image, and the simulated Bioloid, with servo
numbering, in the right image

The method of interpolating walking gaits was tested on platforms with

either a frontal or a lateral constant slope, with good results on slopes up

to 20◦. The gaits generated for platforms with rotations around horizontal

axes different than these two are very unstable and a better mapping of the

corrections that need to be done to the servos is necessary.

The plots in Figure 2 show the results for the adaptive walking gait, in

terms of the CoM position (XCoM and ZCoM )b, as the robot travels the test

environment depicted in Figure 3, where the slope of the ground increases

progressively, from 0◦ to 20◦, in discrete steps of 2◦. Even when the CoM

estimate is not accurate, but still close to the real value, the generated

bThe X and Z axis correspond to the horizontal axels, perpendicular and paralel with

the robot saggital plane, respectively.
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(a) balancing method (b) learnt table method

Figure 2. Simulation results using the two presented methods: (1) balancing, and

(2) learnt table. Top - XCoM ; Middle - ZCoM ; Bottom - Estimated slope,

Figure 3. Snapshots taken of the simulation running.

gait allows the robot to maintain balance. The results in Figure 2(a) was

obtained using the balancing method, while Figure 2(b) was obtained using

the learnt table method. As expected, using the learnt table method allowed

the robot to walk faster, taking 11% less time to walk the same distance

than using the balancing method.

Robustness of these methods to noisy measurements was evaluated by ar-

tificially adding noise to the inertial sensor measurements. This trial is of

extreme importance, since the goal is to implement this controller on a Bi-

oloid Humanoid and there will be noise sources not accounted for in the

simulations (the plastic frame is not rigid, the ground will not be com-

pletely smooth, etc.). In this case, the robot is placed on the floor, with

no slope, and walks up to a platform with 3◦ of slope. The plots in Figure
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4(a) show its progress when using normal noise values, and it is clear the

transition from the plain floor to the platform at the 31st second, when it

takes him longer to balance. As in the previous chapter, it is important to

know how the controller handles higher noise rates. In this case, the value

of σ2
max = 20σ2

real was the highest possible to ensure the robot did not

stumble or lose its walking direction. The estimation results are shown in

Figure 4(b), where it can be seen that are much more unstable than on the

previous plots. It is also of note that the estimations tend to stray from the

real positions of xCoM after the first 40 seconds of walking.
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Figure 4. xEKF (t) when the robot adjusts to a new slope with normal and increased

noise variances

4. Conclusions

The walking gait controller proposed in this paper enables the Bioloid Hu-

manoid robot to have an adaptive walking gait in the presence of non-

horizontal terrains, using only inertial sensory data. The simulation results

are promising, showing the effectiveness of the proposed methods. The gen-

eration of walking gaits by linearly interpolating previously designed gaits

is easily applicable to other humanoid robots, since there is no need of a

kinematic model of the robot. Future work includes the creation of gaits to

handle ground slopes around an arbitrary axis.
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